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Abstract 

 
This thesis studied the establishment of Islamic Banks, licensing, laws, and control 

procedures with concentration on the most significant form of finance offered i.e 

Almurabaha.  

The significance of this research stems from the fact that   many banks in the Muslim 

world including Palestine claim to offer Islamic transactions in light of the divine 

laws (Al-Ahkam Al-Shariah), however before taking these banks transactions for 

granted, it is vital that we study their existence legitimacy in the first place.  

Many factors triggered this research the first is to explore the possibility that these 

banks comply with the (Al-Ahkam Al-Shariah), and at the same time, comply with 

the non-Islamic laws that currently applied in the Muslim world. The second reason is 

to warn Muslims from being mislead by the good representations of these banks.  

The historical approach methodology was followed to explore the emergence of these 

banks and their development.  

  

The researcher analyzed, and evaluated the transactions of the banks in light of their 

legal foundation, and their unison with the Shariah as well as the civil (non-Islamic) 

laws. 

The most important results show that The Islamic banks rely wholly on the civil laws 

in their establishment with all legal consequences. 

 The forms of financing especially (Murabaha) used by Islamic banks are 

conventional methods of financing.  Giving such transactions an Islamic name is 

futile, and lacks the least evidence.  



 ذ 

It is highly recommended that scholars and researchers should not give Fatwa in 

economic issues unless they master both economic sciences and Islamic Fiqh .  

 Finally, the researcher recommends those who are in charge of these banks to be 

watchful of using Islamic names in order to loot the Muslim fortunes in the name of 

Islam.    

   

 

 






























































































































































































































































































































